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Objective
To develop a systematic geography of primary health

care areas for Wisconsin:
- A health services hub (which may or may not include a hospital)

and surrounding area with population sufficient to support
several primary care physicians

- Most of the population in the service area living within 30
minutes travel of the hub

- Service area defined by aggregating municipalities/civil divisions
or zipcodes, such that the population total for the service area
for the two methods varies by less than 10%

- Service areas that could be consistently described as urban or
rural using census data for population density
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What’s wrong with counties, DWD
regions, DPH regions, census tracts,
zipcodes, urban-rural codes, hospital

service areas, etc.?
• Larger aggregations obscure significant differences in

availability of primary care services, programs, and
related health outcomes

• Smaller geographies don’t capture the service area
concept and pose problems for data reporting where
confidential personal information is involved.
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Hasn’t this been done?
Maybe . . .

“Primary Care Service Areas”
(Dartmouth and HRSA Area Resource File)

“Rational Service Areas”
(HRSA-BPHC)
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“Primary Care Service Areas”
developed by Dartmouth Atlas of Healthcare for
the HRSA Area Resource File database

• a utilization-based approach using Medicare data to define the
area where a plurality of patients received primary care

• original version based on zipcodes and 2000 census data
defined 163 service areas in Wisconsin with a median
population of  17,276

• 2013 update (Version 3.1) using census tracts rather than
zipcodes identified over 180 service areas for Wisconsin.

PROBLEMS:
– current patterns of access may not define ideal service areas
– subject to revision as utilization patterns change - so not stable

over time
– smallest PCSA is 1,000 - too small for our purposes
– although a zipcode version is available, with the smaller areas it will

be harder to achieve congruence in area and population numbers.
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“Rational Service Areas”
   Proposed as  part of the federal shortage designation

process, states are to define rational service areas,
based on census geographies and population centers
more than 30 minutes apart.

• Actually, guidelines a bit more complicated than that.
• Has not been done for the state as a whole.
• Such a plan would have to allow for shortage

designations already in place.
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Where to start

• Wisconsin Municipalities
• Hospital locations - most of service areas will

have primary care hub where the hospital is
located

• Data on physician specialty and address of
record from DSPS in 2012

• 2010 Census data on urbanized areas (UAs)
and urban clusters (UCs)
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• Municipalities

Thanks to Thomas
Jefferson and the
Northwest
Ordinance of 1787,
Wisconsin has a
system of gridded
townships
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• Hospitals and
transportation
corridors
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Raven Maps

• Topography
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• Physician
Locations
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Result
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Compared to zipcode (ZCTA)
geography
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Adjusted around
the edges for
best fit

• Keeping all
incorporated areas
(cities and villages)
in same service
area whether
municipality or
ZCTA-based

• Keeping all
physician locations
in the same service
area
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135 service areas: population

• Median size: 23,900 population
– 12 Under 10,000 (isolated communities along

Mississippi and northern Michigan border, along
with a few other northwest WI locations

– 94 with service area population 10,000-50,000

– 29 with service area population over 50,000
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135 service areas:  facilities
• All include a hospital, except

– 9 suburban areas close to Madison, Milwaukee or Appleton
– 7 in border areas, with closest hospital in another state (Arcadia,

Alma, Prescott, Bay City, Alvin, Florence, Hurley)
– 11  non-metro service areas (Pulaski, Kewaunee, Seymour,

Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin Dells, New Glarus, Arcadia, Alma, Cornell,
Phillips, Crandon)

• Of the 108 service areas with hospitals,
– 56 have only a Critical Access Hospital
–  1 has both a CAH and a VA hospital.
– 33 have one or more GMS hospitals
– 18 have one or more GMS hospitals and one or more Children’s,

LTAC, Rehab, Psychiatric or VA hospitals
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Compare municipality and ZCTA
populations

• Variation between municipality population and
ZCTA population

94 have < 5% variation
28 have 5% - 10%
12 have 10% - 20%

    (Seymour, Verona, Oregon, Mt. Horeb, 
New Glarus, Edgerton, Darlington,
Bay City, Alvin, Hurley, Adams)

       1 over 20%
     (Oconomowoc-shares a zipcode with 

Summit)
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Compare other geographies
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135 service areas,
grouped by region
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Regional Grouping

Regions selected according to closest
metropolitan area/tertiary care hospital
services (more or less)
– Exceptions:

• border areas (Mississippi River and Michigan)
• Northwest (south to Eau Claire or north to Duluth?)
• Northern tier (Rhinelander not metro)

• But you could group any way you like,
depending on the purpose, for instance . . .
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. . . by population density

U.S. Census, beginning in 2000 identified
population in each census geography
according to share living in densely settled
areas:

• UA - urbanized area - densely settled territory
of population 50,000 or more

• UC - urban cluster - other densely settled
territory of with population of 2500 or more
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Urban-Rural Groupings for Service
Areas

Metro:  >50% in UAs
Urban: <50% in UAs, but >60% in  either UA or UC
Mixed-large hub:

 40-60% in UA or UC, with hub city ≥ 10,000
Mixed-medium hub:

 40-60% in UA or UC, with hub city <10,000
Rural-medium hub:

<40% in UA or UC, with hub city ≥2500
(only two-Portage and Platteville- are just over 10,000)

Rural-small hub:
<40 % in UA or UC, with hub <2500
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Health Service Areas,
by urban-rural type

41 Metro
(64% of pop.)

15 Urban
(10% of pop.)

  6 Mixed-large hub
(4% of pop.)

12 Mixed-medium hub
(4% of pop.)

36 Rural-medium hub
(14% of pop.)

25 Rural-small hub
(5% of pop.)
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. . . or by demographic characteristics

• % age 65 and older
• % under 65 and uninsured
• % under 200% of poverty
• % unemployed
• % more than 30 minutes from a hospital
• % more than 20 minutes from source of

primary care services
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Applications

1. Workforce data reporting
2. Analysis
3. Program evaluation
4. Anticipate need for shortage

designations
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1. Data reporting
• A consistent geography for tracking workforce

over time and changing health care delivery
patterns

• Provide better estimates of population to
provider ratios at the local level

• Provide better understanding of variation by
service area type (urban, rural, etc.)

• Aggregate survey and other data at sub-
county level but in units large enough to
protect identity of respondents, where that is
an issue
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2. Analysis
• Explore the relationship between health outcomes

and access to providers at the local level

• Track the development of new models of health care
delivery as they affect access to care at the local
level

• Evaluate impact of ACA and “narrow networks”

• Provide a better basis for predicting the number of
new primary care practitioners needed each year to
adequately serve all areas of the state
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3. Program Evaluation
• Track health workforce development program

outcomes in a consistent way at the local
level over time

• Consistently describe characteristics of health
workforce program locations and areas
served by community-based clinical sites

• Better describe background of program
applicants and participants

• Identify areas of potential for new training
sites or outreach programs
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4. Shortage Designations

• Anticipate the development of shortage areas
independent of the federal HPSA designation
process - describing natural service hubs,
identifying those with higher than average
population to provider ratios, and identifying
those that might qualify for federal
designation

• Provide a Wisconsin-specific basis for
targeting incentives to practice in
underserved areas
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Some Examples
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Location Population to Provider ratios
Primary Care Physicians:
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Psychiatrists
Distribution of

psychiatrists per
address of record
with DSPS as of
1-1-2012
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Physician
Assistants

Distribution
 391 Academic (1834:1)
 907 Metro (3274:1)
 121 Urban    (4591:1)
   29 Mixed-L  (6331:1)
   58 Mixed-M (3639:1)
 140 Rural-M (5538:1)
   61 Rural-S  (4501:1)
1707 Physician Assts.

(3332:1)

Note:  Assumes DSPS address
for PAs is where they practice.
This may be less accurate for PAs
than it is for physicians.
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Shortage
Designations

(Note:  Overall primary
care physician to
population ratio includes
NHSC and other federal
physicians licensed in
WI.  The federal
shortage designations
scoring excludes them.)
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Other Possibilities . . . .
• Adjust population to primary care provider ratios to reflect office-

based patient care only, using insights from analysis of survey data
by service area type

- Currently underway
• Physician retirement projections

- Currently underway
• Changes from 2012 to 2015 in primary care physician distribution

- Waiting for data from DSPS
• Distribution of Advanced Practice Nurses providing primary care

- May have necessary data from latest survey
• Distribution of Physician Assistants providing primary care

- Need specialty information not included in current licensure record
• Implementation of interprofessional teams

- Would need to gather this information via a carefully worded question
on re-licensure survey and/or provider survey (A question was asked
in 2011-12 physician and physician assistant surveys.)
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